
Rave reviews  
for Crack the Case System!

“You want a job in consulting? This book is a must have! David Ohrvall is indubi-
tably the black-belt of case interview preparation. This book is the preparation 
bible of any serious candidate.” —njm83 

“Hands down the best, most comprehensive case-prep system on the 
market.” —RW

“Using the videos and coaching from Crack the Case System, I earned an offer 
from a Top 3 firm in one of the most competitive offices in the US (and had final 
round interviews with the other two). I highly recommend this text to anyone 
seeking to improve their case skills.” —Richard H

“I just received an offer from a top-tier consulting firm, and Crack the Case 
System was by far the most helpful resource I used for interview prepara-
tion. I can honestly say that I would not have received my offer without this 
book.” —Kdubs1234

“The Crack the Case System book is by far, one of the best stand alone study 
guides published. I highly recommend this book for all MBAs, APDs, or under-
grads that need to prepare for interviews.” —Alvin L.

“This book is a must-have for the interview circuit, but that's short-changing 
it—many of the concepts are excellent tools for use every day. The target is 
aspiring MBAs looking to land in consulting, but these are broader concepts 
focused on clear, concise, accurate communications backed up by well- 
reasoned arguments, exactly what today's business environment demands. I 
used this book and its self-guided practice to help land an awesome job in a 
fantastic Fortune 100 company. How’s that for a recommendation?!” —SChriss

“David Ohrvall’s insider perspective and practical guide to interview prepa-
ration come together and offer a true competitive advantage for the hiring 
process.” —srb
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“This book is really designed for you to put in the effort and make sure you 
work smart to hone in on your weaknesses and solidify your strengths. Highly 
recommended.” —Andrew C.

“I was always good at structuring my initial thoughts, but my challenge was 
remembering where data was and making certain I touched on key points in 
my analysis. Using David Ohrvall’s tools, I have greatly improved my organiza-
tion and delivery, leading to finishing the case stronger. —Daniel S.

“David provides a lot of tools to help you think creatively about how to approach 
different problems, or even similar problems, but from different angles. David’s 
book teaches you categories to think through, but not a rigid set of structures 
that could be limiting if you received a unique type of problem. I highly recom-
mend it to others who are preparing for cases!” —Ryan

“I've been prepping for case interviews using a number of books and meth-
ods and I recommend the Crack the Case book and method without 
reservation.” —KS13

“I highly recommend this book for anyone preparing for case interview. Going 
through the book and the cases/videos was a real turning point in my prepara-
tion for my case interview. Unlike many of the other prep books, Crack the Case 
covers everything in detail, so you can be sure you are in best shape for your 
interviews. Purchase the book and get started!” —Sudha

“David Ohrvall helps you figure out how to use your own logic and develop your 
own frameworks without becoming a cookie cutter robot who can't think for 
himself.” —Diana

“Get this. I was a business major. And I learned more about strategy from this 
book than I did from these classes. I'm walking into interviews using Crack the 
Case’s Value Model way more than stuff I'm supposed to understand.” —Alex

“I found this book to be extremely helpful as I prepared for my consulting case 
interviews. I really liked that the emphasis of the book is on teaching you how 
to think intuitively and be engaging during the interview rather than on teach-
ing you frameworks to regurgitate. The book also provides a ton of practice 
cases which were invaluable.” —Evan V
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David Ohrvall
Free companion cases and 
videos at MBACASE.com

HOW TO CONQUER  
YOUR CASE INTERVIEWS
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ix

Introduction

“Did You Crack the Case?”

About five minutes had passed in my first interview with a Bain & 
Company partner. It was the first of two interviews I would have 

that morning—the “fit” interview, to be followed by a case interview. 
The partner’s job was easy: he would determine if I suited the Bain cul-
ture and would make a good summer intern. 

I thought the interview was going well. We had a nice exchange about 
the firm, why I was interested in management consulting, and why he 
thought Bain was the best place to work. Then I felt things start to slip. 
I couldn’t put my finger on it. Maybe it was intuition from several years 
of client meetings. Maybe it was a slight change in his body language. 
Whatever the source, I knew he was tossing me in the “ding” bucket in 
his head. 

There was no way I would let that happen without a fight. My blood 
pressure rising by the second, I risked a point-blank question: “What 
problem do you have with my working for Bain this summer?” 

He blinked in surprise, then paused awkwardly. “Well, let me see,” he 
said, pulling out my resumé again. “You seem like a person who would 
fit well with systems consulting or Accenture (Ugh! I was trying to step 
away from my IT background). My question is: did you crack the case?” 

I could only smile and say, “We’ll find out soon. My next interview is 
the case.” We shook hands and I left. I cracked that first case, and went 
on to crack three more and got the job offer.
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x Introduct ion

My entrance into management consulting is a lesson in how quickly an 
interviewer can make decisions about a candidate. It’s also a lesson in 
how every candidate has the potential to change the course of an inter-
view. Like everyone else, I had prepared for my case interviews using 
whatever materials and mock interview partners I could find. But to be 
honest, I still felt unprepared and incredibly nervous. 

“DID YOU CRACK THE CASE?”

This question sums up the purpose of the case interview. Cracking a case 
is not a matter of finding the one right answer or simply saying all the 
expected things during the interview. To crack a case is to systematically 
solve a business problem using logic and data in an organized manner. 
It’s one of the few objective criteria a company can use to evaluate and 
compare candidates. 

Some schools do not disclose MBA grades. Undergraduate performance 
is a bit dated and is considered before interviews, not after. GMAT 
scores help, but most candidates are above the “high” threshold. Looks, 
personality, style and manners play minor roles, as I’ll discuss later. But 
in the end, the case matters most. 

As I interviewed MBAs and undergraduates and shared stories with 
other interviewers, I found the “crack the case” mentality to be a con-
stant theme. Why? Because a case interview is a unique tool that allows 
employers to “test drive” their candidates, to assess their mental horse-
power, and to preview their ability to communicate with clients. In their 
view, your case interview is the best predictor of your ability to solve 
tough business problems. 

Crack the Case System is the product of many years in the trenches of the 
interview process. As a manager and consultant at Bain & Company, I 
regularly interviewed and evaluated candidates. Also, in my role at Bain 
I had to continually evaluate the consultants on my team and assess their 
skill sets. 

Since writing my first Crack the Case book in 2003 and launching 
MBACASE, I’ve trained over 50,000 MBAs and undergrads around the 
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xiIntroduction

world in the areas of logic, analysis and communication. During that 
time I have learned what it takes to build strong case solving skills. 

I am pleased to introduce our new edition of Crack the Case System, a 
truly comprehensive training system for case interviews. CTCS deliv-
ers a common-sense approach to business issues, combining practical 
instruction, skill building drills, mock cases and companion videos that 
show you how to master every aspect of the case interview. 

Take your practice seriously, work hard, and good luck! 

CRACK THE CASE SYSTEM MATERIALS

As you practice, try to simulate the real interview experience as much 
as possible. Look for good mentors to learn from and imitate. The 
MBACASE videos provide the jumpstart for your learning experience. 
We have placed videos throughout Crack the Case System where I give 
you additional insights, tips and examples. Also, with the free CTCS 
cases and companion videos available at MBACASE.com, you’ll face 
over 40 case questions from an interviewer and then watch how a top 
candidate would approach the problem. At the end of each case I will 
help you understand the main insights. 

TYPES OF VIDEOS 

Interviewer 
Gives the Case  

Question

Candidate  
Structures a Plan to  

Solve the Case

David Ohrvall  
Gives Case-Solving 

Tips and Insights

MBACASE  
Coach Gives 
Training Tips

Coach’s Tips Interviewer Candidate Case Insights

V I D E O  3
Recap & Tips 

(David Ohrvall)

V I D E O  2
Plan & Structure 

(Candidate)

V I D E O  1
Case Question 
(Interviewer)

Chapters 1–21 CTCS Case Library
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xii Introduct ion

HOW TO ACCESS THE VIDEOS 

To watch each video, use your smart phone to scan the QR Code. 
Download any QR Code reader app if it’s not pre-loaded on your mobile 
device. You can also visit MBACASE.com and scroll through our easy-
to-use video library. 
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1

C H A P T E R

1
Get Ready: Cases are for Everyone

If you’re hoping to avoid case interviews, I’m going to have to break it 
to you: you’re out of luck. Case problems are exploding in popularity 

and seeing use well beyond management consulting.

GET READY!

Companies like giving cases because they’re an excellent way to test your 
skills and gauge what it’s like to work with you. In their ideal world, a 
company would triage-hire you for a couple of weeks to see how you 
perform––then fire you if you don’t work out. Since that’s not a socially 
acceptable option, the case interview is the best way for a company to 
replicate their daily work and see if you can solve their kinds of problems. 

Interview specifics vary by company. Some companies give general cases, 
while others focus on their own industry and products. Regardless of 
the style, all cases are designed to test your communication, logic and 
analytical skills.

“ Success is more a function 
of consistent common 
sense than it is of genius.”

— An Wang
What is a Case 

Interview? 

V I D E O 

1-01
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2 Chapter 1

Companies also use cases to see how well candidates deal with ambi-
guity. In analytical jobs, you routinely grapple with incomplete facts 
and numbers. I like to call this “dealing with gray.” Inevitably, you’ll 
need to solve a tough problem with limited information. That’s why 
many interviewers use market sizing cases and business cases with scanty 
information. 

On the flip side, you might encounter a “data dump” case with exces-
sive detail to sort through and prioritize. A case like this will put your 
structuring and analytical skills to the test.

Interviewers also want to pressure-test you. Some companies ratchet up 
the stress level by including multiple candidates, multiple interview-
ers, or asking for some kind of presentation (more and more common). 
These interview styles are designed to simulate real-world pressure. They 
want to know you can produce results in a crunch.

A recent trend is for companies to give a “quick case,” a business scenario 
that is simple but vague. For instance, Facebook might ask you “Should 
we market more aggressively to pre-teens? Discuss the issues that come 
to mind.” The same skills that carry you through a complex and multi-
layered case will help you confidently crack the quick cases too.

Cases Are for 
Everyone

V I D E O 

1-02

CASE SKILLS—PRESENT AND FUTURE

Before focusing on any one interview that’s coming up, I strongly 
encourage you to work through this book. 

Read systematically. Build up your logic, analysis and communication 
skills that are at the core of a successful case interview. Then you’ll be 
ready to focus your preparation on a specific company. 
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3Get Ready: Cases are for Everyone

The skills you build in the process of training for cases will be invaluable 
throughout your career. This 20-minute case interview is a miniature 
version of how you’ll attack every-day business problems. You will use 
the concepts learned here again and again—whether on a high-pressure 
consulting project or sitting around a table with friends considering if 
they should start a business.

By preparing for case interviews you are investing in your communica-
tion, analytical and advisory skills. These are the foundational skills that 
will not only land you the offer you want, but will make you a success 
in your dream career. 

Are you ready? Let’s get to work!
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5

C H A P T E R

2
Get the Most Out of Crack the Case System

Crack the Case System (CTCS) is packed with unique features that will 
take your case prep to the next level. This book, with its free com-

panion cases and videos, is designed to rapidly improve your case skills. 
But to get the most out of the content, you’ll need to make it your own. 

OWN IT

Start by getting familiar with the book––flip through, read the Table 
of Contents, review the TRAIN method for creating case skills––then 
download a case or two online and watch some videos. 

I developed CTCS to help candidates systematically train for interviews, 
focusing on foundational skills for moderate to advanced cases. You first 
want to understand how a typical business case flows and then use tar-
geted practice techniques to strengthen your weak areas. Most people 
practice plenty of full cases, but never drill on specific elements of the 
case. That’s like playing a bunch of tennis matches but never practicing 
your strokes. Advanced players know they need to work on the basics: 
consistent serves, accurate volleys, and hitting backhands down the line. 

Preparing for your cases is no different. Practice the core skills sepa-
rately before trying to weave them together for an outstanding case 
performance.
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6 Chapter 2

LEARNING THE SYSTEM

In CTCS, each chapter builds on the others, level by level. We’ll start 
with an overview of the case landscape, and progress to the foundational 
skills every interviewer wants to see (Chapters 4-9). Next, we’ll discuss 
how to train your mind to cover the most important business issues 
of the case and break down the problem like a pro (Chapters 10-15). 
Finally, you’ll hear my insider tips from a decade of coaching and train-
ing thousands of candidates. I’ll show you how to avoid rookie mis-
takes and fine-tune your prep for specific types of interviews (Chapters 
16-20).

CTCS also includes crucial reinforcement activities. Any time I’ve 
learned something thoroughly—whether studying Japanese kanji or 
working on a new math concept—I found that I mastered the material 
more quickly when I used multiple learning strategies, such as writing, 
listening, and speaking. Do the homework assignments, take notes on 
your progress, and practice out loud by yourself. You should also train 
with others using our TRAIN methodology, an approach that reinforces 
the most important skills with every case. 

NO CASE INTERVIEW ROBOTS

CTCS is a system to learn, not a bunch of frameworks to memorize. 
Memorizing frameworks or details about dozens of industries would 
only turn you into an “interview robot.” Each part of CTCS takes the 
material deeper and helps you retain the knowledge beyond your imme-
diate interview goals. 

You’re about to meet several acronyms throughout Crack the Case System. 
Memorize them if you want, but the system is designed to help you 

“ Everything should be 
made as simple as 
possible, but not one bit 
simpler.” 

— Albert Einstein

Crack the 
Case System 

Overview

V I D E O 

2-01
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7Get the Most Out of Crack the Case System

train quickly and embed this material deep in your mind. Let’s get these 
principles into you so they come out like “muscle memory” in your case 
interviews and beyond.

YOUR VIRTUAL COACH

Finally, we’ve included over 40 free practice cases at MBACASE.com, 
and placed videos throughout the book to give you an extra edge in your 
preparation.

Most men and women who prep for cases are bright and excel at pat-
tern recognition. After observing someone’s behavior, they can easily 
replicate it. But with case practice, you’re usually practicing with others 
who have little experience giving and solving cases. No offense to your 
friends, but this can be a disaster—you have no good patterns to model. 

Our videos will be your virtual coach. We created them to show you how 
great candidates structure their approach to the case question during the 
very critical start of the case. We believe these videos are the “missing 
link” of case interview preparation.

In the next chapter, we’re going to put together your plan to get ready. 
Grab your calendar and let’s go!
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9

C H A P T E R

3
Optimize Your Time

If you’re reading this, chances are you’re short on time. Let’s use it 
wisely. 

In this chapter, I’m going to give you some foundational tips for opti-
mizing your time, and a set of practice plans you can follow. 

Most people start serious prep with less than 8 weeks to go. If you’re 
prepping sooner than that, start slow. Then, ramp up more aggressively 
as your interview nears. Professional pianists, skiers, and architects don’t 
over-prepare; they just get better and better. As you invest more time 
preparing, so will you.

REPETITION

Most candidates prepare by doing a large number of cases, burning 
through one case book after another. By contrast, I’m a big believer in 
repetition. I’d encourage you to repeat cases up to three times. After you 
finish a case, go right back and do it again. 

Repeating a case brings new levels of understanding. You see how the 
case flows; you grasp how the interviewer leads at points and then steps 
back. And you learn how to transition smoothly from one section to 
another, using your notes and analysis to guide the discussion. 
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Rocket Sprinter Steady Ready
Your Situation VERY DIFFICULT

< 1 week
CHALLENGING

< 2 weeks
IDEAL

3–10 weeks

Typical Hours 
of Study

5–7 HOURS 10–15 HOURS 25–30 HOURS

Your 
Advantage

Your deadline will help 
you focus, but this time 
period is very difficult 
since you can focus on 
only a few basic skills. It’s 
normal to feel frustrated 
and wish you had more 
time.

You have enough time to 
complete Crack the Case 
System, but limited partner 
practice time will hinder 
reinforcement of the 
knowledge. It’s tempting 
to try to cram in more than 
you can handle.

You have ample time to 
do CTCS in depth, focus on 
weak spots, practice with 
partners, and use other case 
materials to be fully ready. 
In this situation it’s easy to 
think you have more time 
than you do.

Your Focus �� Be able to start any type of 
case with case specific words
�� Refresh math and chart-

reading skills
�� Know how to close a case 

with 2–3 points

�� Be able to start and end any 
type of case with case specific 
words
�� Spend extra time on Math 

Levels 1–3
�� Communicate well in every  

case part

�� Be able to start and end any 
case type
�� Improve math; tackle Math 

Levels 3–5
�� Learn how to use mid-case 

structures

Phase I �� Focus on Sections 7–12
�� Review Roadmaps; do most 

of the Case Starts
�� Refresh math with Market 

Sizing cases

�� Work through Chapters 1–7 
in order; do all the homework 
and drills
�� Follow Rocket Phase I plan

�� Follow Sprinter Phase I plan
�� Drill math skills with additional 

cases and math materials

Phase II �� Do most of the Mini Cases 
and focus on integrating data
�� Practice closing each Mini 

case several times
�� Review handouts only in the 

Full cases

�� Do all Mini cases; find math 
weaknesses
�� Do several Full cases with 

handouts
�� Practice your close for each 

case several times
�� Repeat old cases to reinforce 

connections

�� Follow Sprinter Phase II plan
�� Work on developing your own  

mid-case structures (Chapter 
15)
�� In addition to CTCS, do 10-20 

more cases

Practice Cases 
Completed

5–15 15–40 40–60

Watch-outs  
& Cures

�� STRESS! > focus on executing 
your plan
�� The unknown > master the 

basics

�� Thinking you can do it all > 
limit yourself
�� New is better > it’s not; repeat 

old cases

�� Over-confidence > work hard 
to the end
�� Peaking too soon > plan to 

accelerate

Perfect Practice Plans
It’s best to approach your case interview practice sessions with purpose and a clear plan. 
These practice plans are a great starting point. Use Homework 3 to fill in some details, 
and you'll have your own customized plan to succeed.
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11Optimize Your Time

Slow Burner
VERY GOOD
10+ weeks

40–HOURS

You have enough time to 
work on every weakness and 
reinforce long-lasting skills 
through partner practice, 
drilling, and exposure to lots 
of cases. It’s easy to burn out 
if you don’t have a plan and 
clearly defined milestones. 

�� Master 60–80 cases, doing them 
multiple times
�� Master all math levels; work 

through unusual math problems
�� Master how to use mid-case 

structures

�� Follow Steady Ready Phase I plan
�� Group your additional case 

materials by analytical test and 
practice 

�� Finish Steady Ready Phase II plan
�� Learn about your ideal firms and 

their case styles and practice 
accordingly

60–80

�� Burn out > at first, study a few 
hours a week
�� Overload > after 80 cases limit 

new material

ENGAGEMENT (YES . . . LITERALLY 
OUT LOUD)

When you start working on the practice 
cases, the corresponding CTCS videos are 
helpful for going deeper. After each case, 
re-watch the intro video. Respond to the 
interviewer out loud. Pull together and 
present your plan for the case, and remem-
ber to review the structure videos as well. 
Don’t be afraid to copy someone else’s style 
at first. Over time, you’re going to naturally 
develop your own approach. 

These must-have skills should be on every 
candidate’s list:

�� Arithmetic (multiplication, division, 
growth rates)

�� Estimating in thousands to billions 

�� Reading basic bar charts (go to 
mekkographics.com for just about every 
chart you’ll ever see)

�� Speaking answer first (see Chapter 7)

�� Telling your story (see Chapter 8)

�� Starting your cases in a structured 
manner with case specific language  
(see Chapter 13)

�� Closing the case persuasively, with data 
(see Chapter 10)

�� Using notes effectively (see Chapters 9 
& 15)

HOMEWORK 

Be sure to do your homework after each 
section––don’t skip it. Put dates next to 
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12 Chapter 3

your chapters and cases, and write down your thoughts as you go along. 
It will really help you appreciate the time you’re investing and see all the 
progress you’ve made.

SCHEDULING

Finally, make a reasonable schedule and pace yourself. You don’t want 
to burn out. Commit to a regular time to practice. Here’s your home-
work for this chapter: review the Perfect Practice Plans and choose the 
one that fits your timeline. To make your own customized plan, use 
Homework 3 as your guide. Write down your interview dates and goals, 
and plot your practice sessions. 

Odds are, if someone doesn’t commit to a schedule, they won’t follow 
through. Put it on the calendar and stick to it. When you are 6–8 weeks 
away, shoot for 3–5 hours of prep per week. Build up to about 1 hour a 
day in the last 7 days.

MATERIALS

Use the CTCS Case Library of 40+ cases and CTCS Video Library. 
We have a wide variety of case types and industries. See Chapter 18 for 
tips on the variety of case materials on the market or available through 
schools.

Optimize Your 
Time

V I D E O 

3-01

 

Create a customized prep plan. Fill out the case interview 
preparation timeline and build your strategy to fully 
prepare. Most importantly, commit and execute!

3
HOMEWORK
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13Optimize Your Time

CRACK THE CASE PREP TIMELINE

Weeks  
Until

Interview

Cases & 
Materials  

I’ll Use

Hours I Have 
Set Aside For 

Practice

My Practice  
Partners

Skill 
Focus

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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C H A P T E R

4
Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bindu

You’re studying Crack the Case System—which means you’re already 
ahead of the game. Your skills are improving by the minute!

Consistently doing well in an oral, logic-based, problem-solving inter-
view requires a good amount of practice, which is why you’re digging 
into CTCS. Ultimately, we want to bring all of these skills together to 
crack the case under pressure and get the job that you want. As your 
skills progress, we’ll need to keep in mind another critical factor––the 
competition. 

Let’s face it, a lot of other people want the same job that you’re after.

DEREK & BINDU 

To get a feel for the competition and how you compare, let’s follow 
a typical interviewer talking with two different candidates. Both look 
great on paper, with comparable backgrounds and experience. They 
graduated from the same school, with similar GPAs and GMAT scores. 
Both worked hard to prepare for this case. 

Each person was interviewed separately, but let’s compare them side by 
side through the interviewer’s eyes.

Our interviewer today is All-business Brian. He’s been interviewing can-
didates for over five years, and has given this case about 80 times. 
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16 Chapter 4

INTERVIEW DAY

As I’m walking down the hall to the interview holding room, my mind 
is racing a mile a minute. We’re halfway through the day and we still 
haven’t found “the one.” HR’s asked us to keep our picks to two people 
(or less) since we have several good schools to visit.

I turn the corner and it’s the same scene as always. Dark suits, nervous 
smiles and hopeful eyes. They all look the same at this point. 

Here we go . . .

“Hi, Derek; I’m Brian.” 

“Hi, Bindu; I’m Brian.”

INTRODUCTION TO CASE

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Derek looks like a nice guy: sensible 
haircut, clean-shaven, nice suit. Sloppy 
tie knot, but overall, very client-ready. 

He steps forward quickly after I call 
his name in the waiting room where 
twenty-five candidates are sitting, 
making small talk with the greeters. 
Firm handshake, a little wet. Good eye 
contact. Nice smile and a few pleasant 
comments about the weather. He 
seems excited, maybe a little high-
strung. We’re off to a good start as we 
walk to the interview room.

Today we’re in a fancy hotel suite, as 
our firm chose not to interview on 
campus. I motion for him to take the 
seat across the desk from me.

Bindu has a calm demeanor, but a 
thousand-watt smile. I notice some 
extra bracelets that she should have 
left at home. Her hair is a little messy, 
but overall she looks client-ready. 

She gives direct answers to my 
questions and seems to be keeping up 
with my peppy pace. 

Some of the candidates have felt a little 
sluggish—or worse, giddy—but not 
Bindu. She brought her “A” game today.

So far, the two are on equal footing. 
Unlike some of the others, I sense she 
feels comfortable talking to me. She 
doesn’t seem nervous; she takes her 
seat and looks eager to begin.

“As you know, we’re here today to have you do a case. I’d like to intro-
duce myself and then we’ll get started. After the case, we’ll have some 
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17Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bind

time to discuss any questions you have about the firm. Your next inter-
view is with Amy; it will be a case as well.”

After a brief review of my background, I begin. I start the case the same 
way every time: 

“Today’s case is about durable medical equipment distribution. My 
client is going through a number of changes, and I’d like you to help 
with the situation. Here is a description of the problem. Let me know 
when you want to start.” 

I show a slide (below) that contains a mix of bullets, some relevant and 
some meaningless. At the bottom of the slide is the bold-type question, 
“How can DuraMed Depot maximize profitability?”

DuraMed Depot

��  DuraMed Depot is a durable medical equipment distributor

��  Durable medical equipment includes walkers, beds and wheelchairs

��  DMD’s customers are mainly hospitals, clinics, retirement homes and 
schools

��  DMD has five different locations throughout the US, located mainly in 
large metropolitan areas

��  DMD has been installing a new integrated information system and is 
considering expanding their truck line

��  Several employees have discussed starting a union, but only in certain 
regions

��  Recently DMD has seen profitability drop at several distribution sites

How can DuraMed Depot maximize profitability?

I’m interested to see how many of the points the candidates address in 
their analysis.
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18 Chapter 4

CREATING THE PLAN

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Derek pulls the slide closer and says 
he’d like to take a minute to review the 
info. He holds it tightly and I notice his 
left hand leaves a sweat mark on the 
desk.

Tense Posture: The head drops, the 
shoulders round and the eyes dart 
across the page with an intensity that 
could bore holes into the paper. It’s 
apparent that the slide is unnerving 
him.

Erratic Notes: He scrambles for his 
notepad. His chicken scratch is sloppy 
and erratic. I doubt the few notes 
will help, later. I’m trying hard not to 
prejudge, but I have seen this type 
many times before.

Stressed Face: Derek is not enjoying 
himself much; his face is full of tension. 
He’s trying not to get worked up during 
an interview, but the anxiety is getting 
the better of him. Would he be this bad 
in front of clients? 

I try to help him out: “All of the 
information I give you will always be 
available, so you don’t need to copy 
down the bullets if you don’t want 
to.” He mumbles a quick “Thanks,” and 
continues reading. He then asks for a 
minute to “structure out a framework.”

After about two minutes (a little long, 
but acceptable), he lifts his head and 
begins to speak.

It does not take Bindu long to 
distinguish herself from the other 
candidates. After glancing at the slide, 
she asks, “Will I be able to look at this 
information later in the interview?” She 
scans the data and takes a few notes.

Relaxed Posture: Bindu seems like 
she does this every day. It’s clear she 
is ready to get to work but she is still 
very relaxed. I’m starting to get a good 
feeling about her abilities.

Organized Notes: I notice that she 
already jotted down a few questions 
for herself. Her writing is neat enough 
to read from across the table.

Relaxed Face: Bindu is easily looking 
back and forth between me and her 
notes. She is calm and I could see her 
doing well in one of our more stressful 
client meetings. I’m hoping that she 
can back this up with smarts.

Bindu takes charge. “This information 
is helpful. I’d like to take a minute and 
lay out an approach that we can discuss 
together. We’re focused on profit, so I’ll be 
looking at revenue and cost drivers that 
will lead us to some solutions.”

Bindu is ready to go in about one 
minute. She is pointing to her paper 
and ready to explain her approach.
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19Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bind

CREATING THE PLAN (continued)

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Weak Plan to Solve the Case

“It seems that DuraMed Depot wants to 
maximize profit. And profit is revenues 
minus costs. Can you tell me a little more 
about how DuraMed makes money in 
this business?”

That’s it? That wasn’t even a plan. I 
sense that I’m going to have to do a 
lot of digging to better understand 
how Derek thinks. He didn’t clarify his 
thought process.

As with many candidates, I didn’t 
hear any case-specific language, like 
the words “medical equipment” or 
“hospital.” There’s also no case-specific 
logic about why a durable medical 
equipment company, with stable 
clients like hospitals, would see a drop 
in profit.

I’m glad Derek wants to have a 
discussion, but his initial question is so 
elementary. I’m not looking forward to 
playing 20 Questions.

Comprehensive Plan to Solve the 
Case

“Thanks for the minute. Since DuraMed 
Depot wants to focus on profit I have laid 
out a profit tree.

“My hunch is that over time DuraMed 
Depot has lost control of their costs, since 
it would be a little unusual for revenue 
from hospitals and clinics to suddenly 
drop across the board. I’d also like to find 
out if there’s been any price point drops, 
perhaps due to competition. Volume 
decline could happen if a few large 
customers switched to different vendors. 
As for costs . . . On the fixed side, they 
may have seen an increase in utilities, 
rent or warehouse expenses. As for 
variable costs, I’m curious about labor, 
and the suppliers they use for items like 
wheelchairs and crutches.

“If it’s OK with you, I’d like to test my 
hunch by looking at costs first. Do you 
have costs broken down by fixed and 
variable over the last 12 months?”

PUSHING ON THE PLAN

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Derek presented his approach; but 
overall, he’s a little jittery. He seems to 
be reading formulas in his head as he’s 
talking. He may have prepared

Bindu seems to be thinking deeply, 
much like the top performers at my 
firm. I’m already imagining her in front
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20 Chapter 4

PUSHING ON THE PLAN (continued)

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

for today, but the conversation 
isn’t natural, and I’m not seeing 
solid thinking. The friendliness and 
comfortable rapport that Derek 
established a few minutes ago have 
evaporated. I give him a little push to 
find out what’s going on in his head.

Interviewer Drills on a Part of the 
Plan

“Derek, I think you’ve mentioned the 
most important categories with your 
approach. Let’s step back. What are 
two key profit drivers for a durable 
equipment distributor?” I ask. Now he’s 
back in the game. 

“Okay, I think one is having good 
relationships with equipment 
manufacturers to ensure low cost 
and good variety. Another would be 
customer relationships, like hospitals and 
urgent care facilities. We could charge a 
premium for our service, distribution and 
storage.”

Okay, I think we’re getting somewhere. 
I’m finally seeing Thinking Derek. 
Maybe he’s about to show me some 
calm analysis and clear answers.

of one of my toughest clients. She 
seems quick on her feet! But I need to 
push her a little.

I’m not quite sure if I buy Bindu’s “costs” 
theory, but her hypothesis and solid 
structure give us a good framework 
for discussing the problem. She also 
mentioned data she needs.

Interviewer Drills on Hunch

“Before we dig into any specific data, 
could you tell me more about the costs 
creeping up?” I ask. She seems glad I 
asked. 

“Sure, I’m thinking about costs that are 
hard to detect, like delivery charges, fuel, 
supplier increases on component parts 
like wheelchair accessories, and, finally, 
operations changes that would lower 
profit on all product lines.”

Wow! We’re on our way. I’m impressed 
with her clock speed, as she’s 
processing information very quickly 
and thinking specifically about this 
type of business.

She put a stake in the ground about 
where she thinks the value is, and she 
appears ready to test it. Let’s see if 
she’s equally good with numbers.
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21Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bind

DIVING FOR DATA—2ND SLIDE AND CALCULATIONS

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Diving for General Data

Before we get into the data I have, I 
want to see where Derek’s head is. 
“Can you give me some reasons why a 
distributor might have problems being 
profitable?” I ask.

“Uh, I suppose their cost structure might 
be too high. Or their revenues have 
decreased due to an industry-wide drop 
in demand for medical equipment. Do 
you have any more information about 
their revenues?” he asks.

Revenue is a fine place to start, but I 
have cost data, so I want to start there. 
It will be easier to compare him to 
other candidates if we follow a similar 
flow.

“You can assume revenues have stayed 
constant,” I say. Derek switches gears 
immediately:

“Okay. Do you have any information 
about costs?”

But what about location, Derek? I think 
he forgot about the first handout in 
front of him.

Missing Several Insights

I give Derek my handout. The variability 
in costs by distribution site practically 
jumps off the page; I’m hoping Derek 
will identify those differences and then 
drill down into the causes.

“It seems like costs vary a lot by service 
center.”

Good; he got the main insight.

Diving for Specific Data

I’m eager for her to analyze the data I 
have, but want to see if she’ll continue 
to drive the case.

 “Can we start with variable and fixed 
costs by location over the last 12 months 
or so? Going back to the original 
handout you gave me, it says that profit 
is down at several locations. It would 
make sense to see if there are any issues 
by location as we look at the data. They 
have the new IT system in motion, so it 
would be natural to see increased costs 
related to the technology.”

I like how Bindu is working with the 
information in front of her, using her 
own approach and the initial handout 
I gave her.

She basically asked for the data I’m 
about to give her, so I hand over the 
new slide.

Highlighting Key Insights

“Here is some data I would like you to 
review. What jumps out to you?” She 
doesn’t stay silent for long. 

“This data slide is a good way to analyze 
each distribution center . . . what jumps 
out to me the most is such high cost 
variability by location. I see three areas 
that seem to be driving the variability: 
direct labor, administration, and truck 
maintenance. I would like to look at each 
one and ask you a few questions.” 
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22 Chapter 4

DIVING FOR DATA—2ND SLIDE AND CALCULATIONS (continued)

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

“Some of the service centers might be in 
more expensive areas, where the leasing 
costs are higher. Or they might need to 
pay their employees more because it’s 
harder to find good people.”

These are decent speculations, but 
Derek needs to focus on the slide 
and the three areas with the most 
variability: direct labor, administration, 
and truck maintenance. Instead of 
driving the interview forward by 
analyzing the data in front of him, he 
is taking shots in the dark and hoping 
he’ll hit the target.

Bindu then goes on to systematically 
examine each category by asking 
about changes in the last 12 months in 
order to prove or disprove her original 
hypothesis. 

She doesn’t jump around in her 
thinking, but instead moves very 
intentionally from one section to the 
next. I could see her doing well with 
a complicated work stream for one 
of our clients and not going off on 
tangents. That is an important skill 
with our work, as we need her to be 
consistently productive and to meet 
tight deadlines.

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
Atlanta Chicago Los Angeles New York Seattle

Total Monthly Expenses by Location

Admin

Maintenance

Truck 
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Building
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Direct Labor
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23Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bind

DIVING FOR DATA—2ND SLIDE AND CALCULATIONS (continued)

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Slow Math and Limited Insights

Now it’s time to find out who can hold 
it together under pressure. Derek used 
up some time with long pauses, so I’m 
in a rush to finish our interview.

I start in quickly: “Your insights on the 
data were helpful. Management wants 
to analyze the Direct Labor area. Could 
you do a few calculations for me?” 
Derek grabs another sheet of paper 
and seems ready.

“Total revenue for the company is 
about $780M, with total expenses 
representing 65%. Within total 
expenses, Direct Labor is about 35%. 
If they have an opportunity to reduce 
Direct Labor expenses by about $25M 
per year, is that significant?”

Derek shifts into complete HDDM 
mode—Head Down Doing Math. After 
a few seconds he asks, “Could you 
repeat the Direct Labor number?” 

I think he’s starting to get psyched out. 
He finally blurts out, “Well, I think Direct 
Labor would be about $200M. So their 
savings would be greater than 10%.” 

Derek is close enough, but awkward 
silence follows as it’s clear that he has 
no idea where to take the conversation. 
I prompt him to think about what is 
“significant” in cost savings projects. He 
mentions the size of the savings and 
the difficulty of achieving them, but 
misses timing and the balance of the 
savings across locations. 

Quick Estimates, Analysis and 
Insights

So far, Bindu has proven that she is a 
step ahead of the other candidates by 
thinking specifically about the data 
she needs. But I’m still not certain 
that she has the analytical prowess 
to handle our work. Her marketing 
research should have built some solid 
quant skills, but you never know until a 
candidate does the math.

I attempt to say the same thing I’ve 
said with every candidate today: 
“Management wants to explore 
opportunities in Direct Labor. I need 
you to do a few calculations.” 

Bindu is already poised with a clean 
sheet and ready to go.

I spit out the numbers like I have done 
all day. Afterward she interjects, “Do 
you mind if I do some quick estimates?”

It’s fine. I’m a little tired of watching 
people struggle with basic math, 
wondering if anyone will get to second 
level insights today.

Bindu pulls me into her thinking right 
away. “So if we round 780 to 800, we’re 
looking at 60% which is 480 plus 5% 
which is 40, so about 520. 30% would be 
156 and add in about 8 for the 5% and 
the total is $164. So in the range of $165 
to $170.”

So Bindu can do math in her head. But 
can she interpret data? 
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24 Chapter 4

DIVING FOR DATA—2ND SLIDE AND CALCULATIONS  (continued)

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

He’s not thinking about making each 
service center stronger. Unfortunately, 
we’re out of time and we can’t solve 
the breakeven calculation. I push Derek 
for a conclusion despite his incomplete 
data set, hoping he’ll recognize a few 
gaps. 

I know he’s giving it his best, but 
the pressure seems to have affected 
his ability to think deeply about the 
situation. I feel that he has performed 
fairly on tasks like “Do this math,” or 
“Tell me your thoughts,” but he lacks 
the ability to solve the whole problem 
on his own. He hasn’t owned the 
case issue and acted like this was his 
company and his problem. He is at 
best an average analyst, and I want 
someone who will quickly grow into 
manager material. He needs a little 
more experience and seasoning before 
he’d be ready for my firm.

“You asked if saving $25M would be 
significant. That’s reducing total Direct 
Labor by 15%, which seems to be strong 
given labor cuts I’ve seen in other 
industries. But if they have to choose, 
they’ll need to consider several factors, 
like implementation difficulty, savings 
across locations, and the potential to 
support additional savings projects.”

She’s onto something. “How would you 
compare multiple projects?” I ask.

“Doing breakeven calculations after 
including project-specific fixed costs 
could be one way . . . but since these are 
cost reduction projects, there may not be 
much of an initial investment.”

With that comment, I give Bindu 
my final data question. Her efficient 
work is giving her another chance to 
shine. With ease, she calculates two 
breakevens and does a solid compare-
and-contrast. She finds that the cost 
reduction project in the Admin area 
is going to be easier to implement 
and provide a better foundation for 
additional savings projects. Pursuing 
Direct Labor sounds nice, but the 
potential employee unrest, union 
issues and risk of declining service 
make it the second choice.
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25Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bind

FINAL RECOMMENDATION

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

Weak, Vague Conclusion

“Well, Derek, we’ve talked about 
several things. What’s your final 
recommendation?” 

Derek slides his papers around and 
tries to compose a summary.

“Given that DuraMed Depot is looking 
to increase profitability, I would 
recommend that they focus on the Direct 
Labor issue. They can save about $25M, 
or over 10% of current costs. They should 
also consider looking at Admin costs 
as they show some variability across 
regions. It would be good to look at that 
soon. Finally, even though revenues 
have been constant over the last five 
years, they should also consider looking 
for new opportunities for growth. With 
the aging population, there should be 
several new areas they can enter.”

I’m pleased that Derek pulled together 
a brief and fairly data-oriented 
conclusion; but much of it sounded 
like something he could have said 
before the case began. Yes, the 
population is aging, but it’s not a topic 
we mentioned, so bringing it in at the 
end wasn’t wise. As for not having time 
to explore the Admin area, that was 
Derek’s fault. A successful candidate 
has to use the data from the case and 
Derek just didn’t go deep enough to 
find the right insights.

Derek definitely did his best, but I 
knew he was a ding by minute ten. He’s 
intelligent, but he didn’t show 

Practical, Data-Driven Conclusion

“OK, Bindu; let’s wrap it up.”

“Sure,” she starts in without much 
hesitation. “To increase profitability, 
DuraMed Depot should pursue the 
Admin project. It offers almost the same 
savings as Direct Labor, $23M, with a 
slightly longer payback period. It also 
lets us save another $15M next year 
by removing redundant IT systems, 
and some inefficient and overlapping 
processes.

“A second priority would be to implement 
phased Direct Labor reductions in 
Atlanta and New York, our most out-
of-line centers. These locations have 
had uneven hiring practices and wage 
rates that should be standardized going 
forward.

“Finally, we touched briefly at the end of 
our discussion on the potential to lock in 
a new customer, a chain of urgent care 
facilities. If they are successful, that may 
boost revenue by 12% over the next two 
years.”

Home run! Bindu successfully 
synthesized the data and the 
discussion. I’m impressed.

She’s a bright, quick thinker who 
is willing to challenge her own 
assumptions. She stayed logical, and 
she focused on the data, working 
through each section of the second 
handout and explained the potential 
drivers of the issue. She also relied on
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26 Chapter 4

FINAL RECOMMENDATION (continued)

Derek Ding Bindu Bright

structured thinking, tenacity, analytical 
rigor or the big-picture insight that our 
employees need.

From there, my job was only to make 
sure he had a good time, and left 
with a favorable impression of my 
firm. In fact, he may have thought he 
did well. After all, he got through the 
data, did some math and gave a firm 
recommendation. But it just wasn’t at 
the level necessary to move ahead. 
We can only pass two of our fourteen 
candidates to the final round. I’m 
confident in my decision to ding Derek. 

Comparing notes later, my interview 
partner had him in 5th place. Usually, 
we only discuss the top four, so he is 
clearly out. 

I have to call him and break the bad 
news later this evening. I’ll do my best 
to give him some feedback, but the 
important thing is to leave him with a 
positive impression of our company.

her cultivated business sense, when 
appropriate.

She clearly enjoys solving problems. 
She stayed upbeat, even when she hit 
a bump in the break-even calculation. I 
think she’d solve any case I could throw 
her way, and be interested in a lot of 
different business problems. 

My interview partner ranks Bindu 
2nd place. I rank her 1st among the 
candidates. We pass her along with 
confidence. 

We’ll note concerns about her 
leadership experience and math 
hiccups with the next set of 
interviewers. To get a full-time offer, 
she’ll need to exhibit brilliance at 
cracking cases in three more interviews 
with firm partners.

In the next chapter, we’ll walk through each stage of a typical case 
interview timeline. Along the way, I’ll show you how to make a great 
impression on your interviewer, and avoid the most common gaffes 
and pitfalls.
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27Meet Your Competitors: Derek and Bind

Highlight the parts of the Derek and Bindu interviews 
that match traits you have shown in the past when doing 
analysis or solving a problem.  
 
Do you sometimes fumble with math? Are you quick 
on your feet or good at connecting different pieces of 
information? How do you perform under pressure? It’s 
important to start recognizing patterns in your previous 
performance as you prepare to improve your skills.

4
HOMEWORK
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